
Wolves and Dogs

What's Inside?
Wolf, Dog, or Both? Game

"The Dog and the Wolf" Reading and Discussion
Wolves and Dogs T-Chart

Resources
"The Dog and the Wolf" by Aesop

Source: National Geographic "Gray Wolf Educator Guide"
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/gray-wolf-educator-guide.

Retrieved 01/24/22

Explore the ways in which wolves and their relatives,
domestic dogs, are alike and different.



First, create a set of cards about both gray wolves and domestic dogs (see
Resources for places to find these facts).

Next, divide the class into teams, a play a game in which a representative
from each team competes to call out the category of a fact you read aloud
as a characteristic of wolves, domestic dogs, or both.  

Play a group game to highlight the ways in which wolves and domestic dogs are
alike and different. 

Class Game: Wolf, Dog, or Both?

"The Dog and the Wolf'
Read and discuss the Aesop's fable, "The Dog and the Wolf" (see
attached).Ask what other "pros and cons" are associated with being a
dog versus being a wolf."  

T-Chart: Wolves and Dogs
Make a simple t-chart of "wolves" and "dogs" on the board or easel pad.
Have students record the differences and similarities in size, physical
traits, food, and behaviors on the chart. If students still have questions
after this, have them research answers and add them to the chart.



You can download the full Gray Wolf Educator's Guide at
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/gray-wolf-educator-guide.

Retrieved 01/24/22
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A gaunt Wolf was almost dead with hunger when he happened to meet 
a House-dog who was passing by. “Ah, Cousin,” said the Dog. “I knew 

how it would be; your irregular life will soon be the ruin of you. Why do 
you not work steadily as I do, and get your food regularly given to you?” 

“I would have no objection,” said the Wolf, “if I could only get a place.” 

“I will easily arrange that for you,” said the Dog; “come with me to my 
master and you shall share my work.” So the Wolf and the Dog went 

towards the town together. On the way there the Wolf noticed that the 
hair on a certain part of the Dog’s neck was very much worn away, so he 

asked him how that had come about. 

“Oh, it is nothing,” said the Dog. “That is only the place where the  
collar is put on at night to keep me chained up; it chafes a bit, but one 
soon gets used to it.” “Is that all?” said the Wolf. “Then good-bye to 

you, Master Dog.” 

There is nothing worth so much as liberty.

The Dog anD The Wolf 
By aesop
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